OBJECTIVES: 1.- Find the Missing children  
2.- End Homelessness  
3.- Restrict Prostitution  
4.- Stop the Aids virus  
5.- Clean the environment  

REASON: All missing children are homeless. The homeless are extorted of money, sexually exploited, terrorized by the environment; and manipulated to contract the AIDS VIRUS.

MAJOR INDUSTRIES: There are three major Industries proven to assist forced homelessness.  
1) AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY  
2) SOCIAL, RECREATIONAL, AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY  
3) THE SEX INDUSTRY  

MEASURING A BOYCOTT: Our lists of products and businesses to Boycott are plentiful. However; we will need to measure Americas response to a Boycott. This measurement will allow us to reach our objectives. Therefore; we are Targeting one business here in N.Y.C. This will be our first Target.

TARGET: VILLAGE VOICE PAPER

The Advertisers in the Village Voice paper show loyalty to the paper. They also receive favoritism by allowing the paper to be distributed from there business. We found every organization in the paper practicing Social Control. Under this Social Control a person in need of socializing would find all avenues closed accept the pornography and prostitution the Village Voice offered. This paper can be bought by any one including children even though a portion of the paper is x rated. In Manhattan the children receive it for free from the Advertisers business.

JUSTICE: When we notified the Authorities they claimed the Village Voice is protected by Free Speech. While illusionig us with Ideology of legalized Prostitution. Also; the Village Voice Paper, all levels of Authorities, and the papers advertisers justified this practice by saying Safe Sex.

Safe Sex: So we investigated Safe Sex. We found only One Way of not catching the AIDS VIRUS through a five step process.

THE FIVE STEP PROCESS:
1) Proper dating skills  
2) A proper dating environment  
3) A courting period (dating period)  
4) An AIDS TEST of both partners before any sex.  
5) No cheating sexually on your date. This Five step process makes the AIDS TEST 100% truthful and eliminates the latent testing period.

WE REPEAT! There is no other way. All other forms of Safe Sex where to make the AIDS VIRUS-USER FRIENDLY and condone prostitution.

LEGALIZED PROSTITUTION

We also traced prostitution and its legalization. We discovered any form of prostitution comes from Social Control, Jealousy, Sexual exploitation, and greed, A society restricting and controlling a person dating, meeting, and privacy will have an economy for legalized prostitution.

SOCIAL CONTROL: Social Control Conceals the AIDS VIRUS. Making it near impossible to date properly and near impracticable to get an AIDS TEST before contracting the Virus. The FIVE STEP PROCESS mentioned would be a successful alternative against any form of prostitution.

The Author: Please do not throw this flyer away; Give it to a friend, relative, post it, send a copy to your political affiliations. This Flyer may save your life or some one elses life.